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The context?

Why TestWe?

What about feedback?

It’s been two years since the school was looking for a digital 
solution for two reasons : 
 
● The students being used to a digital environment. It 
made sense to offer them a digital solution for their exams. 
 

●  The school was looking for a «time saving» solution. It 
was necessary to release a substantial workload, especially 
at the administrative level: the reduction in the number of 
traditional paper copies has become THE priority.

It is in this context that the first pilot is set up in 2016. 
Today, the deployment of the software continues 
progressively: for December 2018 mi-terms, more than 
5,400 copies have been digitized for 2,500 unique users 
generating a 25% decrease in the number of documents to 
handle.

Another important point: the use of a digital tool such as TestWe facilitated collaboration between teachers, especially 
during grading. At the end of the copy, the sum-up of all points is automatic and co-grading is much simpler now.  
The goal: to reach 19,000 digitized copies.

On the student side, the majority of them largely prefer the digital format in paper format. “Writing essays on the 
computer is much simpler and faster to do than on paper, bravo”, says a student Rennes Sb.

“TestWe cannot do everything, but saving time is a major advantage in using this solution. It allows us to evacuate 
at least half of the time to organize, collect, distribute batches of copies, enter the grades: for that, it’s great”, says 
Étienne Bosia, “our goal today with TestWe, it’s is to adapt our processes to be even more efficient!”

“ This semester, we will add 20 more teachers in the 
TestWe loop, because we need scalability to take 
full advantage of the potential of this software. ”

“ Very simple to use and understand, 
a good tool overall.”

Étienne Bosia

A student of Rennes SB

“ For the feedback campaign, we went to see 
everyone to identify areas for improvement. Students 
perform more with the digital format. They structure 
their words better, are more concise, the answers are 

shorter and they go to the essential.”

Étienne Bosia
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